ARB’S ACCESSORY RANGE KEEPS ON GROWING

ARB Corporation Ltd, a world leader in aftermarket 4x4 accessories, is excited to introduce a raft of new accessories to the 4x4 market.
DIGITAL TYRE INFLATOR
Maintaining correct tyre pressures on your 4x4 is a necessity for good fuel economy, prolonged tyre life and maximum traction. It’s therefore crucial to carry an accurate air pressure gauge and tyre inflation equipment in your vehicle. The new ARB digital tyre inflator makes checking and adjusting your vehicle’s tyre pressures a fast and simple operation thanks to its easy to read digital display, ergonomic thumb-operated inflator lever, bleed button and clip-on chuck.

The big digital display can be set to your preferred unit of measurement, and the pressure range far exceeds what you’ll ever need for tyre inflation; 0-200 psi, 0-414 bar, 0-1400 kPa or 0-14 kgF/cm².

- Inflate, deflate & measure
- Large LCD digital readout
- Scale: Bar, Psi, Kpa, KgF
- Accuracy to +/- 1 psi @ 25-75 psi
- Max supply pressure: 350 psi / 2400 kpa
- Up to 200hrs runtime on a pair of AA batteries (supplied)
- Battery capacity indicator
- Clip-on type chuck with 600mm dual swivel PVC coated braided hose, making connection to tyre valves easy

ADVENTURE LIGHT 600
Built with features such as dual magnetic mounts, flexible nylon hooks, dust and water resistant housing, an LCD battery capacity indicator, and a 5V USB charge port, the LED Adventure Light 600 is an important and versatile camp light for those late night dinners, trackside maintenance or for simply flooding your camp area with light.

A digital switch controls the light functionality, with settings for both 300 Lumen and 600 Lumen.

The Adventure Light 600 features rechargeable lithium batteries which can be charged from either 12 Vdc, 240 Vac or 5v USB.

- Easy to read digital display
- Dust & rain resistant
- USB rechargeable
- LI-ION battery
- Dual magnetic mounts, and dual hooks
DELCXUE SLEEPING BAG
A spacious king single sleeping bag which offers more room to move comfortably inside, as well featuring a removable internal fleece liner for easy cleaning and adaptability to all seasons. The Deluxe sleeping bag can also be joined together to form one mega double bag to keep you warm on those cooler nights, with a rating to -10°C.

• 100% cotton canvas outer shell for strength and durability
• Luxurious brushed cotton flannelette lining
• Internal pocket for storing keys, phone or midnight snacks
• Removable hood with pillow pocket
• Dual zippers to help control comfort and warmth
• Removable fleece liner makes the sleeping bag adaptable to any season, and easy for washing and care
• Join two sleeping bags together to create a double sleeping bag
• Hollow fibre for breathability and warmth

RECOVERY GLOVES
The ARB Recovery Gloves are perfect for protection and keeping your hands clean during recovery situations, general work on your 4x4 or use around the campsite.

The use of premium synthetic materials reduces abrasion and wear, and improves comfort on your hands. The moulded rubber impact pads provide extensive knuckle protection, and the abrasion-resistant material on the palm has been designed specifically for use with winch cables - both the wire and synthetic rope varieties.

• Moulded impact guards for knuckles and back of hand
• One size fits all, with a touch tape fastener to provide better fitment for different hand sizes.
• Breathable shell for comfort
• Hi-Vis finish, which is great for marshalling or spotting operations.
WEEKENDER RECOVERY KIT
With an ARB Weekender Recovery Kit, you have the peace of mind knowing you’re carrying the essentials with a selection of ARB recovery items that will come in handy the next time you get stuck.

Included in the kit is the ARB 8,000 kg recovery strap, two galvanised 4,75t rated shackles, one set of leather palm gloves and a PU coated cotton canvas recovery bag, to conveniently store all the equipment together.

- 1x ARB 8,000 kg vehicle recovery strap
- 2x 4,75t galvanised shackles 19mm (3/4”)
  with red powder coated pin
- 1x Pair of cow grain leather palm, cow split
  leather back gloves
- 1 PU coated, cotton canvas recovery bag
- Dedicated sewn in shackle holders
- Heavy duty buckles and rubber carry handle
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About ARB
Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories is now Australia’s largest manufacturer and distributor of aftermarket 4WD accessories. With products including bull bars, protection equipment, Old Man Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks, canopies and recovery equipment, our primary mission is to prepare vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions typically encountered off road. ARB currently has more than 50 stores and over 100 stockists located across Australia, as well as offices in the United States, Thailand, Europe, the Middle East and an export network reaching more than a hundred countries around the world.